Using hydropathy features for function prediction of membrane proteins.
A novel alignment-free method for computing functional similarity of membrane proteins based on features of hydropathy distribution is presented. The features of hydropathy distribution are used to represent protein families as hydropathy profiles. The profiles statistically summarize the hydropathy distribution of member proteins. The summation is made by using hydropathy features that numerically represent structurally/functionally significant portions of protein sequences. The hydropathy profiles are numerical vectors that are points in a high dimensional 'hydropathy' space. Their similarities are identified by projection of the space onto principal axes. Here, the approach is applied to the secondary transporters. The analysis using the presented approach is validated by the standard classification of the secondary transporters. The presented analysis allows for prediction of function attributes for proteins of uncharacterized families of secondary transporters. The results obtained using the presented analysis may help to characterize unknown function attributes of secondary transporters. They also show that analysis of hydropathy distribution can be used for function prediction of membrane proteins.